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Tanya White...
...head teacher of English who studies the narrative theory of 
young adult fiction for fun (literally geeking out over dialogue, 
gaps and silences and mimetic theories).



The nerdy stuff...

- Underrated novel form 
- Mimetic and semiotic theories
- ALL of the genres
- IDENTITY….from ‘being’ to ‘becoming’
- Challenging and reinforcing paradigms



A snapshot of academic theory

…



Points of interest

Questions of power...dystopian texts

Challenge binary notions...queer theory

Vampirism and notions of transformation



So many dystopias….

Female protagonists!



Going back in time...

Can help you see the present!



Bianca Hewes...
...a classroom English teacher who reads YA every spare 
moment she has (in the bath, over breakfast, in the car, during 
important school meetings) and dreams of become a world 
famous bookstagrammer.





#love(oz)ya

We Y.A!















Bookroom Books

- Textual Concepts
- Literary merit
- Engagement
- Diversity 
- Sustainability
- Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia 
- Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures



Sustainability



Asia and Australia’s Engagement 
with Asia



Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Histories and Cultures

Peoples/Culture Country/Place/Culture



Novels with literary merit



Engagement: non-readers



Engagement: boys



Engagement: girls



Engagement: just for fun



Diversity - Gender Identity



Diversity - Sexuality



Diversity - People of Colour



Diversity - Religion



Diversity - Disabilities



Cultural Diversity



Bookroom ‘must haves’...



- Textual Concepts: imagery, 
literary value, theme, symbolism, 
context ✓

- Literary merit ✓
- Engagement ✓
- Diversity ✓
- Sustainability 
- Asia and Australia’s engagement 

with Asia 
- Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Histories and Cultures 



- Textual Concepts: code & 
convention, genre, narrative, 
literary value, style ✓

- Literary merit ✓
- Engagement ✓
- Diversity 
- Sustainability ✓
- Asia and Australia’s engagement 

with Asia 
- Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Histories and Cultures 



- Textual Concepts: character, 
perspective, style, theme, literary 
value ✓

- Literary merit ✓
- Engagement ✓
- Diversity ✓
- Sustainability 
- Asia and Australia’s engagement 

with Asia 
- Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Histories and Cultures 



- Textual Concepts: literary value, 
theme, imagery, narrative ✓

- Literary merit ✓
- Engagement ✓
- Diversity 
- Sustainability ✓
- Asia and Australia’s engagement 

with Asia 
- Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Histories and Cultures 



- Textual Concepts: authority, 
literary value, argument ✓

- Literary merit ✓
- Engagement ✓
- Diversity ✓
- Sustainability ✓
- Asia and Australia’s engagement 

with Asia ✓
- Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Histories and Cultures 



- Textual Concepts: authority, 
context, argument, literary value, 
theme ✓

- Literary merit ✓
- Engagement ✓
- Diversity ✓
- Sustainability 
- Asia and Australia’s engagement 

with Asia 
- Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Histories and Cultures 
✓



Spunky Books for Unsuspecting Teens
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